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Executive Summary
The goal of this study is to analyse a single village drinking water scheme and understand the
reasons for its failure from technical and social perspectives. The focus of the study is a
scheme proposed in the year 1997 covering two habitations, Tadwadi and Morewadi which
are part of Group Gram Panchayat Patharaj of Karjat block in Raigad district, Maharashtra.
The scheme was implemented by the Minor Irrigation department, Karjat, in the year 2000
for a total cost of Rs. 14.7 lakhs. The source of the water supply is a well, 2 kms south of the
target region. The following figure shows the scheme timeline with relevant milestones.

According to the villagers of both the hamlets, the scheme was successfully completed, but
became non-operational soon after. In order to understand the history of events that led to the
failure, numerous field trips were carried out, informal discussions were held with villagers
from concerned hamlets and interviews were conducted with current engineers from the
Minor Irrigation Department, Gram Sevak of Patharaj Gram Panchayat and activists of
Disha Kendra, an NGO active in this region. Government documents related to the scheme
were acquired from the Minor Irrigation department office and a technical analysis was
performed as well.
Based on the analysis, the failure of the scheme may be attributed to a combination of
reasons. There was a technical problem in the height of the ground storage reservoir which
was not high enough to provide water to Morewadi by gravity alone. Insufficient yield of the
source well was another reason that was cited by some of the villagers which should be
confirmed through yield tests. One social issue was a conflict with a neighbouring habitation.
People from Margachiwadi had objected to this scheme since it used water from the well that
they considered to be their traditional source of drinking water. This objection was not
addressed and the conflict remained unresolved. There were some institutional and handover
related problems also identified. The following figure depicts various problems that may have
contributed to the scheme failure.
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Drinking water continues to be a concern in Tadwadi and Morewadi. However, before this
scheme can be revived some concrete steps would need to be taken. A yield test must be
performed on the source well to determine if it has enough yield for all habitations that
currently use this well. Recently, the land around the source well has been purchased by a
private developer who is digging a private well close to the public well for construction use.
The impact of this new well on the public well must be analysed and appropriate action must
be taken if a significant impact is found. A village water committee must be formed to lead
and own this initiative.
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1 Introduction
This report presents the failure analysis of a failed drinking water scheme implemented in
two villages, Tadwadi and Morewadi in Patharaj Gram Panchayat, Karjat Taluka, Raigad
district of Maharashtra. Chapter 1 of the report introduces the target area of the project. The
details of the scheme are discussed in Chapter 2. Findings of the failure analysis are presented
in Chapter 3 followed by recommended next steps and future work in Chapter 4.

1.1 Geography
Hamlets Tadwadi and Morewadi are located in Karjat Habitation Latitude Longitude
taluka of Raigad district at a distance of about 30 kms Tadwadi 19.0695N 73.4432E
from Karjat town. They are situated on the Karjat – Morewadi 19.0705N 73.4505E
Kashele – Khandas road. The nearest
railway station is Neral station. The two
hamlets are well connected with each other
via a road and are separated by a distance of
less than one km. The hamlets fall within
revenue boundary of Patharaj group gram
panchayat (GP). Patharaj village is about 23 km. away from Tadwadi and Morewadi.
The region receives annual rainfall of
about 3500 mm during monsoon season
(June – September), but faces severe water
scarcity in the months of April and May.

Figure 1: Map showing position of the target area

1.2 Hydrogeology
The entire region is covered by basaltic lava flows known as Deccan traps. Groundwater
occurs in weathered mantle, fractures and joints in these traps. Depth of the wells in the
region ranges between 3.5 m – 8.5 m below ground level. The yield of wells tapping in the
region is poor to moderate. Majority of the wells go dry in summer season due to poor
productive aquifer [1].

1.3 Demographics
According to the 1991 census data, based
on which this scheme was designed; the
total population of the target area was
637 souls (536 for Tadwadi and 101 for
Morewadi). Both of the habitations are
primarily
tribal
villages
(thakar
community). The population for Tadwadi
and Morewadi according to 2001 census
was 733 as shown in Figure 2.
The major occupation here is agriculture.
Primary crops are paddy and vegetables
like brinjal during monsoon season. Due to
Figure 2: Census 2001 data for Tadwadi
acute scarcity of water apart from monsoon
months, irrigation is impossible; hence farmers can only take one crop in a year. In dry months,
some people work as daily wage labourers at nearby construction sites or MNREGA sites or have
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small businesses. Majority of the houses are kachcha. Basic amenities like toilets have been made
in the village through government schemes. Electricity is available in the village. Anganwadi and
primary school education till class 4 are available in the villages. Secondary and high school
education can be pursued at Dongarpada, Kashele or Karjat town.

1.4 Drinking water scenario in the region
There are two rivers in the region, Shilar and Pej, out of which Shilar is seasonal and Pej is
perennial as it receives tail water from the
Bhivpuri dam. Gavandwadi reservoir is one
reservoir in this region.
The geology and geography of the region is such
that groundwater here is not abundant in spite of
receiving high rainfall during the monsoon
season. Due to the typical nature of Deccan traps,
the rainwater runs off instead of percolating into
the ground. Hence groundwater is just found in
the fractures and fissures of basaltic rocks. This
results in low yields of the wells in the region.
In spite of all this, the main source of drinking
water for the people in the region remains
groundwater, most of which is available only till
Figure 3: Tadwadi region
January or early February. This results in acute
water scarcity for the rest of the dry season. There are few wells or some bunds which last till
the beginning of monsoons. Such wells or bunds are generally far away from the village in
which case the women of the village have to travel considerable amount of distance with 4-5
kalshis (vessels ranging from 10 to 20 litres in capacity) on their heads every day to fetch
water. This distance can even be 2-3 km. in some cases. To resolve the issue some villages
have started their own drinking water schemes with bore wells within the village boundaries.
Drinking water sources for hamlets Tadwadi, Morewadi and nearby hamlets are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1: Drinking Water Sources in the region

Hamlet

Tadwadi

Water availability till
Jan/Feb
Water
Dist. from
source
village
Adachi well

Tulshichi
well
Wangnachi
well
M orewadi
Kamthachi
well
Chadhnichi
well
Bore well
M argachiwadi
scheme
Some
Jambhulwadi
nearby well

500 m
500 m

Water availability from
Feb-May
Water
Dist. from
source
village
Umranachi
1.7 km
well
Gavandwadi
1.5 km
bandhara

500 m
Umranachi
well

1.7 – 2 km

-

Bore well

-

100-200 m

Data not
available

-

500 m
500 m
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1.5 Major Stakeholders
A. The villagers
 The primary stakeholders and beneficiaries of this scheme are villagers of Tadwadi
and Morewadi.
 Umranachi well was traditionally used as a drinking water source by people from
other nearby villages viz. Margachiwadi, Jambhulwadi. Also, the source well is
located closer to Margachiwadi and Jambhulwadi than to Tadwadi and Morewadi.
Hence even if people from Margachiwadi and Jambhulwadi are not direct
beneficiaries of the scheme, they are important players in the functioning of the
scheme.
B. Minor Irrigation department, Karjat
 The scheme is implemented by Minor Irrigation (MI) department, Karjat. It is located
in Karjat town and is responsible for all Minor Irrigation schemes in Karjat tehsil.
 The Detailed Project Report (DPR) along with the cost estimation for the scheme was
done by MI.
C. Contractor (Prasad Constructions)
 Tender for the scheme was awarded to Mr C. K. Rane of Shree Prasad Construction
who is a registered contractor from Poshir in Karjat block.
D. Minor Irrigation department, Raigad Zilla Parishad (RZP), Alibag
 MI Karjat works directly under Executive Engineer, RZP, Alibag.
 The costing for the scheme is approved by Executive Engineer, MI, RZP, Alibag
 The funds for the scheme are allocated from the tribal sub plan to RZP Alibag, which
are then transferred to MI Karjat and then to the contractor.
 Requests from the contractor such as project extensions are examined and approved
by Executive Engineer, MI, RZP, Alibag
E. Disha Kendra
 Disha Kendra is an active NGO working in the Karjat block for many years.
 Nancy tai, Ashok bhau, Sushma tai, Leela tai are devoted activists of Disha Kendra
who have in-depth knowledge about the problems faced by tribal people in the region.
 Disha Kendra has been in close contact with MI Karjat, BDO Karjat and Tehsildar
Karjat regarding the drinking water problem of Tadwadi and Morewadi.
F. Maharashtra State Electricity Board
 The electric supply required for the scheme may demand extending electric supply to
the pumping site, erection of electric poles and installation of meters. All these
activities come under MSEB. The GP has to send an application to MSEB to carry out
8

all the above activities. The response time of MSEB becomes very crucial in such
cases. The scheme work may get delayed due to lack of immediate response from
MSEB
G. Block Development Officer, Karjat & Tehsildar, Karjat
 Both these officers are not directly involved in the scheme. But in absence of a
transparent handover process, villagers often approach them with issues related to the
scheme.
 GP may leverage BDO and Tehsildar to get answers from MI Karjat.
Following figure shows the interaction and flow of funds between various stakeholders in
the working of Tadwadi – Morewadi scheme.
Approval in
District Water
Supply
Committee

R.Z.P. Alibag

Completion
Certificate

B.D.O.
Karjat

Tehsildar
Karjat

Prasad
Construction
s

M.I. Karjat

Handover
Proposal in
District Water
Supply
Committee

Patharaj
GP

Tadwadi
-

Figure 4: Interaction between stakeholders in Tadwadi – Morewadi Piped Water
Supply Scheme
Tribal Sub
Plan

R.Z.P. Alibag

Prasad
Constructions

M.I. Karjat
M.S.E.B.

Patharaj
GP
Tadwadi
Morewa
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Figure 5: Funds flow in Tadwadi – Morewadi Piped Water Supply Scheme
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Description of the scheme
This section describes the scheme as it was designed and implemented by the MI department
[2].

2.1 Scheme Facts


The scheme was proposed in the monthly Gram Sabha meeting of Gram Panchayat
Patharaj, and was approved in the presence of Sarpanch, up-sarpanch and Gram
Sabha members on 29th May 1997. The scheme was approved in District Water
Supply Committee in Karjat on 26th September 1997.



The scheme was designed to supply piped drinking water to hamlets Tadwadi and
Morewadi. According to 1991 census, population of Tadwadi and Morewadi together
was 637 souls (536 and 101 respectively). The scheme was designed for the year 2030
(ultimate stage) for a design population of 892 souls.



The scheme was proposed to provide 55 litres per capita per day (lpcd) to the
beneficiaries. For the year 2030, it translated to a daily requirement of 49,060 litres
per day (lpd) (including losses).



According to the investigation by Groundwater Survey and Development Agency
(GSDA), the source for the scheme was identified to be an existing well, called
Umranachi well, which is 1710 m from Tadwadi [3]. The certification letter from
GSDA did not specify any measurements done or tests performed to establish the
yield of the well.



The tender for the scheme was awarded to Mr. C. K. Rane of Shree Prasad
Construction, Poshir, Karjat. The scheme start date was decided to be 1st April 1998
and was to be completed on or before 31st January 1999.

Figure 6: Tadwadi Scheme Historic timeline



Old Scheme design:
o

The water from the well was to be pumped by means of 5 BHP submersible
pump, with discharging capacity of 5000 litres per hour (lph) against 50 m
10

head, through 65 mm diameter pipe (1210 m long) to a cistern of 21000 litres
capacity, located in Tadwadi.
o

From Tadwadi, water was to be directed to Morewadi through 65 mm diameter
pipe (500 m long) to a cistern of 10000 litres capacity. Both the cisterns were
to have taps from where the villagers will fetch water.

o

Nothing is mentioned about the flow of water from Tadwadi to Morewadi
cistern. Looking at the elevation of Tadwadi and Morewadi, flow by gravity
from GSR in Tadwadi to Morewadi seems impossible. But there is no mention
of any pumping equipment in Tadwadi. [Appendix 1]

o

The original cost estimated for the design was Rs. 11.5 lakhs based on 199697 schedule of rates.



This design was modified after 8th December 1998 (i.e. just 2 months before the end
date of the scheme). The design was modified after people of Tadwadi and Morewadi
intervened. According to letter written by Tadwadi – Morewadi people to MI Karjat,
they were not happy with two different cisterns in two hamlets. As per their view, due
to irregular electric supply, they won’t be able to control the water supply. They
wanted a common cistern from which water will be distributed to both the hamlets.
[Appendix 2]



New scheme design:
o

The design was modified after the above intervention. According to the new
design, the water from the well was to be pumped by means of the same 5BHP
submersible pump by a rising main (65 mm in diameter) to a common Ground
Storage Reservoir (GSR) of 25000 litres capacity, located between Tadwadi
and Morewadi.

o

The GSR is 1710 m away from the source well, 272 m away from Tadwadi
and 348 m away from Morewadi. Water was to be distributed to the hamlets
through a distribution network consisting of three stand posts in Tadwadi and
one stand post in Morewadi.

o

The revised estimate for the new design was Rs. 14.7 lakhs.
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Figure 7: Modified scheme design



The scheme could not be completed in stipulated time i.e. on 31st January 1999. The
period was extended twice and was extended till 30th April 2000 [Appendix 3].



Finally, the scheme was completed on 19th April 2000 and handed over to the
Patharaj GP on 24th April 2000 [Appendix 4].

2.2 Components of the Scheme
A. Source well name – Umranachi well
 Identified as a viable source for piped water supply scheme for Tadwadi and
Morewadi in June 1997 by GSDA [3]
 Dimensions of the well before the scheme: depth
3.048 m, diameter 3.048 m
 Modifications proposed for the scheme (as per
GSDA): depth 10 m, diameter 10 m
B. Pumping machinery
 Duplicate set of 5.00 BHP submersible pumps (one
in operation and one standby)
 Discharging capacity – 5000 litres per hour (lph)
 Daily 6 hours of pumping
C. Pump house
 Length 2.5 m, breadth 2.5 m, height 2 m (B.B. Masonry walls)
 Roof - A.C. Corrugated Asbestos Sheet
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Figure 8: Source well

D. Ground Storage Reservoir (GSR)
 25000 litres capacity R.C.C. cistern
E. Pipeline
 G.I. class pipes
 Rising main – 1330 m long; 65 mm diameter
 Distribution network –
1.

857 m long; 50 mm diameter

2.

256 m long; 25 mm diameter

Figure 9: Ground Storage Reservoir (GSR)

2.3 Current State of the Scheme


Scheme has not functioned for last 12 years.
o

People of Tadwadi rely on Adachi well which is 500 m away from their
hamlet. After January, they have to walk around 1.7 km to fetch water from
Umranachi well, which lasts till end of dry season.

o

People of Morewadi rely on Tulshichi well and 3 other wells, all around 500 m
from their hamlet. After January, they have to travel around 1.5 km to fetch
water from Gavandwadi bund, which lasts till the end of dry season.



Electric cables are not in place.



Pumps may have been stolen (cannot be confirmed at this moment due to water in the
well)



Even if pumps are not stolen, they may not be in working condition due to jamming
and rusting.



Some sections of rising main and distribution network are not in place. Exact length
of pipeline not in place can only be determined after excavation.



RCC cistern is in good condition.



Stand posts are in place.



Land surrounding source well has been purchased by a private developer (Jagdish
Bhavsar, Bhimashankar Hills)



Due to fencing of the land, access route to the well has been blocked. Tadwadi
villagers will not be able to access the source well during the coming dry season.



A well is dug just 20 m upstream (in the nala) of Umranachi well by Bhimashankar
Hills and is being used for providing water for construction activities.



The new well may have negative impact on the source well in the coming dry season.
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3 Failure Analysis
3.1 Methodology
This report is subsequent to the earlier work carried on by two students Rajesh Kumar Meena
and Shashank Dangayach from IIT Bombay. The methodology adopted for the present
analysis is as follows:
 Study of government documents (acquired from Minor Irrigation office)
 Study of previous report by Rajesh and Shashank [4]
 Meetings with stakeholders: People from Tadwadi, Morewadi, people from
Margachiwadi, MI Karjat, Disha Kendra
Since the scheme was implemented 12 years ago, there were multiple views about the causes
of scheme failure and very limited data available in the Patharaj GP office. Hence, this
section is an attempt to piece the puzzle together to understand the failure of the scheme.

3.2 Causes of failure
Using the methodology mentioned above, technical, social and financial analysis of the
scheme was carried out. The analysis brought out different aspects regarding the failure of the
scheme. It is very difficult to attribute the failure of the scheme to any single reason. There
were multiple reasons working in parallel which may have led to the failure.
3.2.1 Technical causes
The previous study [4] clearly pointed out that there was a serious technical fault in the
design of the scheme. The GSR for the scheme, which was supposed to distribute water by
gravity to Tadwadi and Morewadi, was found to be slightly lower in elevation than the
Morewadi stand post.
According to the measurements done in the previous study, the Morewadi stand post was 70
cm higher than the GSR outlet, which meant that around 8500 litres of water out of available
25000 litres were not of any use to Morewadi. Tadwadi is downhill from the tank, so there
would have been no problem of water flow in Tadwadi.
As per Tadwadi and Morewadi villagers, the tank was required to be more than half-filled for
providing water to Morewadi with sufficient pressure. To overcome this issue, the operator
was instructed to distribute water first to Morewadi, and then to Tadwadi, so that both the
villages received water with sufficient pressure. This shows that there was a technical fault in
the design of the scheme itself. Also, as per Morewadi people, the tank never got filled
completely after the initial few days. So, only Tadwadi kept on receiving water before the
scheme stopped entirely. Moreover, the tank was required to be filled twice a day from the
well to meet the demand.
Thus, if the GSR was not getting filled completely, then the technical fault in GSR elevation
could not be treated as the primary or only reason for scheme failure. The focus then needs to
be shifted to GSR not getting filled. Following can be some reasons for this:
 Reduction in yield of source well
As per the local people, the source well for the scheme, Umranachi well had sufficient
yield before the scheme work started, as people from 5-6 nearby villages used to depend
on it even during the dry season. But in 1998, blasting was done to deepen and widen the
well, as a part of the scheme, as per the suggestion by GSDA. Sitaram Kevari and Mangal
14

Kevari from Margachiwadi are of the view that the yield has reduced after blasting. Also,
there is no documented evidence of any yield test carried out by MI department or by
Prasad Constructions after the blasting was done. So, if the yield had dropped to such a
level, that there is not enough water to completely fill the tank every day, then this would
have resulted in unequal supply of water to both the hamlets, which might have ultimately
resulted in scheme failure.
 Irregular electric supply
Tadwadi and Morewadi are situated in a region where there is heavy load-shedding during
summer months. At times, electric supply is cut for 10 to 12 hours. Also, during loadshedding, the electric supply is not continuous and regular.
As per the scheme design 6 hours of pumping is required every day. So if there is no
continuous electric supply for 6 hours, the operator will be required to visit the pump
house multiple times every day. Also, if the power is cut during day hours, operator may
get 6 hours at a stretch only during night hours.
But the pump house is far away from the hamlets. Hence going to pump house multiple
times or during night is not easy. This can result in the tank not getting filled completely
every day.
 Irregularity of the operator
Even during non-load-shedding days, the scheme’s success depends on the regularity and
sincerity of the operator. The operator is required to see that the pump is operated for 6
hours every day and the tank gets filled completely each time. At the same time, he must
see to it that water is distributed to both the hamlets proportionately. Any neglect or
oversight in any of the above may cause conflicts between two hamlets and may
ultimately lead to scheme failure. Moreover, the operator for this scheme, Kaluram from
Tadwadi, complained that he did not receive his salary for the services he rendered when
the scheme was operational. This could have been a disincentive which may have resulted
in poor operation of the scheme. The operator did not maintain daily log book of pump
operation. Hence the daily pumping hours data was not available.
Any or all of the above reasons may have contributed to the tank not being completely filled
during the scheme operation.
3.2.2 Social / Cultural reasons
This section describes some of the social reasons that may have attributed to the scheme
failure:
 Conflict with neighbouring hamlets
After studying the government documents, we found one letter written by people of
Margachiwadi to MI department regarding concerns over the use of Umranachi well as a
source for the scheme [Appendix 5]. The source well is closer to Margachiwadi and
Jambhulwadi than to Tadwadi and Morewadi, and was used by these villagers prior to the
scheme. Hence the people from these hamlets objected to their well being made a source
for a scheme for Tadwadi and Morewadi.
According to people of Tadwadi, the scheme operated properly without any problems for
a month or so, and then suddenly stopped functioning, the alleged reason being a cable
15

theft by the people of Margachiwadi. The operator claimed that he had lodged a
complaint to Gram Panchayat Patharaj immediately after the theft, but no such records
could be obtained.
 Non-usage of the scheme during monsoons
According to senior engineer Mr. Jambukar from MI department, tribal people prefer
fresh water directly available in wells over stored or piped water. Moreover, according to
deputy engineer Mr. Gangurde, the source well and the pump house is surrounded with
water during monsoons making access to pump house difficult during this time.
Hence, when water is available in the nearby wells people rely on them rather than using
the scheme. These nearby wells usually last till January. Thus if the scheme remains
untouched for 8 consecutive months (June to January), there are more chances of pumps
and other machinery getting rusted and jammed. This may lead to scheme failure.
3.2.3 Financial / Organizational reasons
 Lack of proper institutional mechanism
The scheme got its completion certificate on 19th April 2000 [Appendix 3] and was
handed over to the Patharaj gram panchayat on 24th April 2000. The handover document
[Appendix 4] is signed by the Gram Sarpanch, Patharaj, MI Engineer, Karjat and Gram
Vikas Adhikari, Patharaj but no one from Tadwadi or Morewadi was a signatory. As
mentioned in the certificate, the operation and maintenance of the scheme was to be
handled by Patharaj GP. Along with this, activities like structuring tariff for the scheme,
tariff recovery from Tadwadi and Morewadi, giving salary to the operator, paying
electricity bills etc. were called out as responsibilities of the Patharaj GP. But Patharaj
village is around 2-3 km away from hamlets and is not a direct beneficiary of the scheme.
Tadwadi and Morewadi are only two of the habitations of an otherwise large GP and
hence may not have much say in the GP. In an ideal scenario, handover of any such
scheme would be done to a water committee comprising of the direct users of the scheme.
But there was no such committee in this case to voice the concerns of the beneficiary
habitations when the scheme had problems. According to present Gram Sevak, Mr.
Rathod, no record of the scheme can be found in the GP office. Also, as per his
information, no tariff was collected for the scheme, no salary was paid to the operator and
no electric bills were paid to MSEB.
 Lack of trial period for the scheme
According to MI Deputy Engineer, Mr. Gangurde, all the new schemes should have a trial
period before the scheme is handed over to the GP. The contractor has to prove that
scheme is working properly during the trial period. This period is generally of six months.
If the scheme works as per expectations in the trial period, then only it should be
transferred to the GP. No such trial period existed for the Tadwadi – Morewadi scheme.
 Lack of awareness about the tariff structure and about the ownership of the scheme
After conducting interviews with Tadwadi and Morewadi people, it was found that they
were not fully educated about the tariff structure. This shows that there was no public
consultation i.e. gram sabha meeting for discussing about the tariff structure for the
16

scheme. Also, after the scheme stopped functioning, Tadwadi and Morewadi villagers
went to the BDO, Karjat for complaining about the scheme [2]. This shows that they were
unaware about the ownership of the scheme and the fact that all the problems arising after
handover had to be resolved at the GP level.
There is a prominent view that piped water schemes often fail because people are not willing
to pay regular tariff. We found that there are deeper technical and social issues such as
improper scheme design resulting in poor quality of service, lack of source yield data, poor
institutional structure and poor handover that may result in dissatisfaction among people and
eventually cause a failure of the scheme.
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Figure 10: Failure Analysis of Tadwadi Scheme
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4 Recommendations and Future Work
The Tadwadi-Morewadi scheme stopped functioning in the year 2000. 12 years after that, the
scheme continues to be in the same state and the drinking water problem of Tadwadi and
Morewadi remains unresolved. The people of Tadwadi and Morewadi want to revive this
scheme with support from the NGO Disha Kendra. In such a scenario, following are some of
the actions that would need to be taken before the scheme can be physically revived.


Yield test of the source well needs to be carried out by a ZP geologist to check
whether the yield is sufficient enough to provide required water to Tadwadi –
Morewadi.



Certificates of ‘No objection’ must be taken from the people of Margachiwadi and
Jambhulwadi. It was found that Margachiwadi now has a separate drinking water
scheme for their hamlet. Hence they may not have any problem with Umranachi well
being used for the scheme. In a meeting with Jambhulwadi residents, it was claimed
that they no longer have any objection with the scheme. But this agreement should be
formally done on paper.



The land surrounding the source well has been purchased by a private developer,
Jagdish Bhavsar of Bhimashankar Hills, who is developing multiple bungalow plots
on his land. To meet water demand for the construction activity, he has dug a well
very close to the source well. In the future, this new well may be used to supply water
to the residents of the bungalow scheme. Depending on the depth of this new well,
there may be a strong negative impact on the yield of the source well. This needs to be
studied carefully before going ahead with the revival of the scheme.



Also, according Section 3 of the Groundwater Act [5], no new non-irrigation and nondrinking well may be dug within 500 m radius of a public drinking water source if
they are in the same watershed. Thus, the legitimacy of the new well must be verified
and challenged.



The access path to the source well is fenced by the builder. Thus, fetching water in the
absence of the scheme will become impossible for the people of Tadwadi. The fence
needs to be removed and it must be ensured that the access path to the source well
does not get blocked in the future.



It needs to be checked if the pump house and the source well come under the land
purchased by the builder. If they do, then appropriate actions must be taken to protect
the equipment and ensure accessibility and availability of the well to the people.



Height of GSR needs to be increased so that the outlet is higher than stand posts at
both Tadwadi and Morewadi. Fresh elevation measurements should be done for this
activity.



Tadwadi – Morewadi people must be made aware of the revival of the scheme through
a gram sabha meeting. During the meeting, estimated cost of revival, things done
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during revival, estimated electricity bills per month, estimated tariff per month per
household etc. must be well communicated to the people. Their recommendations
should be taken into consideration and next step must be taken only after their
consent.


A water committee comprising of people from Tadwadi and Morewadi and Gram
Vikas Adhikari, Patharaj GP must be formed. The scheme must be handed over to
this committee. The committee will maintain bank account for Tadwadi – Morewadi
scheme, a separate account for the salary of the operator, a log book of daily pumping
hours with timings, record of electricity bills paid and receipts of tariff recovery.



People must be made aware about the effects of not using the scheme during
monsoons and come up with an alternative way.

4.1 Future Work
Karjat tehsil is becoming increasingly popular for second homes and farm house
development. At many places, agricultural land of tribal people is being made nonagricultural for making them commercial. Many bungalow plots, farm houses, resorts etc. are
being developed on this land. This is happening even though such conversion is not allowed
if the land is owned by tribal people without an intervention from the collector [6]. In fact,
tribals are not even allowed to sell their lands to non-tribals [7] but developers from Mumbai
find different workarounds for doing this and the GPs exercise little power to stop it.
The region is already facing acute water scarcity during dry seasons. There are not enough
water sources in the region to provide water to existing population. If new farm houses,
bungalow plots are brought in, then there will be extra population to serve water. Plus, huge
amount of water will be required for construction activities. To draw attention to this
problem, it is important to perform a technical analysis of water demand and supply of the
region and to take into account future water requirements and water budgeting when A-NA
conversions are approved. Results of such an analysis should be made available to the
Collector or CEO of the district, who has the final authority to give permissions for A-NA
conversions.
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